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Abstract

We show that the quasi-exactly solvable eigenvalues of the Schrodinger equation for the PT-invariant potential¨
Ž . Ž .2V x sy z cosh2 xy iM are complex conjugate pairs in case the parameter M is an even integer while they are real in

case M is an odd integer. We also show that whereas the PT symmetry is spontaneously broken in the former case, it is

In non-relativistic quantum mechanics, one usu-
Ž .ally chooses a real Hermitian potential so as to

ensure the real energy eigenvalues of the correspond-
ing Schrodinger equation. Few years ago, Bender¨

w xand others 1–13 have studied several complex po-
tentials which are invariant under the combined sym-
metry PT and showed that even in all these cases, the
energy eigenvalues of the Schrodinger equation are¨
real so long as the PT symmetry is not spontaneously
broken. This seem to suggest that instead of Her-
miticity, it may be enough to have PT-invariant
Hamiltonian so as to have real energy eigenvalues. It
must however be noted that so far, this is merely a
conjecture which is being supported by several ex-
amples. Of course, even if this conjecture is true,
there are several basic questions which will have to
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be addressed before one can take the PT-invariant
potentials more seriously.

It must however be noted here that PT invariance
is not sufficient to ensure the reality of spectrum. As

w xhas been noted by Bender and Boettcher 1 , one has
to ensure that the PT symmetry is not spontaneously
broken. As an illustration, using extensive numerical
and asymptotic studies, they have shown that the

Ž .N Ž .eigenvalues of the potential y ix , N real are
real if NG2 while there are finite number of real
and infinite number of complex conjugate pairs of
eigenvalues if 1-N-2. They also showed that
whereas PT symmetry is unbroken if NG2, it is
spontaneously broken if 1-N-2.

Thus it is clearly of great importance to under-
stand as to when the PT symmetry is spontaneously
broken and when it remains unbroken. As a first step
in that direction, it may be worthwhile to look for
some analytically solvable PT-invariant potentials
and try to understand the spontaneous breaking and
nonbreaking of the PT symmetry. The purpose of
this note is to study one such example. In particular,

unbroken in the latter case.



we consider the system described by the non-Hermi-
Ž .tian but PT-invariant Hamiltonian "s2ms1

22Hsp y z cosh2 xy iM , 1Ž . Ž .
where the parameter z is real and parameter M has
only integer values. We show that the quasi-exactly

Ž . w xsolvable QES eigen values 14 of this Hamiltonian
are complex conjugate pairs in case the parameter M
is an even integer and that in this case the PT
symmetry is indeed spontaneously broken. On the
other hand, when M is an odd integer then the QES
eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian are real and pre-
cisely in this case the PT symmetry remains unbro-
ken.

Let us first show that the above potential is
PT-invariant. To that end, notice that under T reflec-
tion one replaces i by yi while under P reflection
one replaces x by ayx, where ar2 is the origin
about which one is performing the parity reflection.

Ž .It is then easily checked that the Hamiltonian 1 is
PT symmetric under the parity reflection x™ ipr2
yx.

We substitute

iz 2cosh2 xc x se f x , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .
in the Schrodinger equation HcsEc with H as¨

Ž .given by Eq. 1 and obtain

f
XX x q2 iz sinh2 xf

X xŽ . Ž .
2 2q EyM qzŽ .

y2 i My1 z cosh2 x f x s0 . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .

Ordinarily, the boundary conditions that give the
Ž .quantized energy levels are c x ™0 as NxN™`

on the real axis. However, in the present case, we
have to continue the eigenvalue problem into the

w xcomplex-x plane 15 . On putting, xsuq iÕ where
u,Õ are real, it is easy to see that for u)0 the above
boundary condition is satisfied so long as yp-Õ-

Ž .ypr2 mod p while for u-0 it is satisfied if
Ž .ypr2-Õ-0 mod p .

w xOn further substituting 16

n 2` R E zq2Ž .nszscosh2 xy1; fsz ,Ý ž /n! 2ns0

4Ž .

Ž .we obtain the three-term recursion relation nG0
2 2 2R E y n q4 sy iz nq4 s qEyMŽ . Ž .nq2

2q z q2 i My1 z R EŽ . Ž .n

w xq4 iz Mq1y2 syn n ny1 R E s0 ,Ž . Ž .ny2

5Ž .
12provided 2 s ss i.e. either ss0 or ss . Thus we2

have two sets of independent solutions; one for ss0
1and other for ss . Note that the parameter s is not2

contained in the potential and this is perhaps related
Ž . Ž .to the fact that for any integer M )1 , the QES

solutions corresponding to both even and odd num-
ber of nodes are obtained.

Ž .From Eq. 5 we observe that the even and odd
Ž .polynomials R E do not mix with each other andn

hence we have two separate three-term recursion
relations depending on whether n is odd or even. In
particular, it is easily shown that the three-term
recursion relations corresponding to the even and

Ž .odd n cases respectively are given by nG1
2 2P E y 4n q8n sy izy1 q4 s y8 sq4Ž . Ž .n

2q6 izqEy My iz P EŽ . Ž .ny1

q8iz ny1 2ny3 Mq3y2 sy2nŽ . Ž . Ž .
=P s0 , 6Ž .ny2

2 2Q E y 4n q4n 2 sy2 izy1 q4 s y4 sŽ . Ž .n

2q1q2 izqEy My iz Q EŽ . Ž .ny1

q8iz ny1 2ny1 Mq2y2 sy2nŽ . Ž . Ž .
=Q s0 , 7Ž .ny2

Ž . Ž .with P E s1,Q E s1.0 0

We have studied the properties of the weakly
Ž . Ž .orthogonal polynomials P E and Q E and wen n

find that many of these are similar to the Bender–
w xDunne polynomials 17 . Further, we find that for

integer values of M, there are M QES eigen values
and they are complex conjugate pairs if M is an

Ž .even integer Ms2,4, . . . while they are real if M
Ž < <is an odd integer provided z Fz , where z is ac c

. Ž .function of M . In particular, if Ms2kq2 2kq1
Ž .ks0,1, . . . , then kq1 levels are obtained from

Ž .the zeros of the orthogonal polynomial P Ekq1
Ž .while kq1 k levels are obtained from the zeros of

Ž .Q Q which we term as the critical polynomials.kq1 k



Further, all higher P and Q polynomials exhibitn n

factorization property.
Let us first consider few even integer values of M

and show explicitly that the QES eigenvalues are
complex conjugate pairs and further the PT symme-
try is spontaneously broken. We start from Ms2

Ž . Žfor which case the critical polynomials P E with1
. Ž . Ž .ss1r2 and Q E with ss0 are given by1

P E sEy3qz 2 q2 iz ,Ž .1

Q E sEy3qz 2 y2 iz . 8Ž . Ž .1

hence the two QES complex conjugate pair of en-
ergy eigenvalues are

E s3yz 2 "2 iz . 9Ž ."

The corresponding eigenfunctions are as given by
Ž .Eq. 2 with

f scosh x , f ssinh x . 10Ž .q y

Now under the PT transformation as defined above,
cosh x™yisinh x,sinh x™ icosh x while icosh2 x
remains invariant so that the two wave functions are

Žnot invariant under PT, i.e. in this case where the
.eigenvalues are complex conjugate pair , the PT

symmetry is spontaneously broken.
For Ms4, the critical polynomials are

P E se 2 q 10q4 iz eŽ . Ž .2

q3 4z 2 q12 izq3 , 11Ž .Ž .
Q E se 2 q 10y4 iz eŽ . Ž .2

q3 4z 2 y12 izq3 , 12Ž .Ž .
2 Žwhere esEy16qz . Hence the four two com-
.plex conjugate pair of eigenvalues are

1 2 2(E s11yz y2 iz"4 1y izyz , 13Ž ."

2 2 2(E s11yz q2 iz"4 1q izyz . 14Ž ."

It is easily checked that the corresponding eigenfunc-
tions are

B Ey7qz 2
1f sAsinh3 xqBsinh x , s , 15Ž ." A 2 iz

B Ey7qz 2
1f sAcosh3 xqBcosh x , s , 16Ž ." A 2 iz

so that in this case also the PT symmetry is sponta-
neously broken. It is easily checked that this is also
true for all higher even integer values of M.

On the other hand, if M is an odd integer, then
the eigenvalues are real provided z 2 Fz 2. For ex-c

Ž .ample, for Ms1, the critical polynomial is P E1

sEy1qz 2 so that the QES level is at Es1y
z 2. In this case the eigenfunction is

fsconst. , 17Ž .

so that the corresponding c is indeed an eigenfunc-
tion of PT with eigenvalue 1 and hence PT symme-
try remains unbroken.

For Ms3, the critical polynomials are

P E se 2 q4eq16z 2 , Q E seq4 , 18Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1

where esEy9qz 2. Thus the three QES eigen-
values are

2 2 2(Es5yz , E s7yz "2 1y4z . 19Ž ."

These energy levels are real if z 2 Fz 2 s1r4 and atc

zsz , the two highest QES levels are degenerate.c

The corresponding eigenfunctions are

fssinh2 x , f sAcosh2 xq iB 20Ž ."

where

B 4z
s . 21Ž .2A Ey9qz

It is easily checked that the corresponding wavefunc-
tion c is indeed an eigenfunctions of PT with

Ž .eigenvalue 1 while the other two wavefunctions c "

are eigenfunctions with eigenvalue y1. Thus the PT
symmetry remains unbroken. In fact, it is easily
checked that this is indeed so for all higher odd
integer values of M.

It is worth pointing out that if following Finkel et
w x 2 xal. 18 , we change the variable, zse and make

the gauge transformation

1yM iz 1
Ž .zq

2 4 zm z sz e , 22Ž . Ž .

Ž .in the Hamiltonian 1 to map it to a differential
Ž .operator H called as gauged Hamiltonian , theng



this gauged Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms
Ž .of the generators of the Sl 2, R by

H z sy4 J 2 q2 iz J yJ yc) , 23Ž . Ž . Ž .g 0 y q

where c) sz 2 yM 2 while the generators J areq,y,0

given by

E E n E
2J s , J sz y , J sz ynz .q 0 yE z E z 2 E z

24Ž .

Further, in this case the norms and the weight func-
tions of the corresponding orthogonal polynomials
are real. Of course, as expected, the QES eigenval-
ues remain unchanged.

Finally, using the anti-isospectral transformation
w xof Krajewska et al. 19 , it follows that the QES

eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the PT-invariant
Ž .potential with parity reflection u™pr2yu

2V u s z cos2uy iM , 25Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .are related to those of the potential in Eq. 1 by

E syE , c u sc ix . 26Ž . Ž . Ž .k My1yk k My1yk

In particular, the QES eigenvalues of this periodic
potential are real if M is an odd integer and further
it is easily shown that the PT symmetry remains
unbroken in this case. On the other hand, when M is
an even integer, then the eigenvalues are complex
conjugate pairs and PT symmetry is spontaneously
broken. But in any case, the eigenstates are unac-

w xceptable in case M is an even integer 16 since the
corresponding eigenfunctions do not satisfy the peri-
odicity property of the above potential.

It would be worthwhile to explore as to when is
PT symmetry likely to remain unbroken and when is
it spontaneously broken.
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